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1 INTRODUCTION

   Silk fabrics have the important characteristic of fine and elegant touch

and are clistinguished in it from the other textile fabrics, It is said that

Japane$e sillc fabrics have lately been degraded in this point. Since this
comes frQm the manufacturing processes, however, further researches into

them are necessary to $olve this prol)lem.

   The researches are divided into two stages, one the process of mal〈ing
raw silk, an intermediate, and the other the subsequent. Either of them is
important, but the first one is above all important in Japan where raw silk

is transacted as an article of commerce, These studies belong to the fir$t
one. It i$ as$umed that the touch of a silk fabric will vary with the behavior

that its $ilk fibers show when it is subjected to slight forces and has some-

thing to do with the gathering of cocoon filaments. These studies were
performed with some supplementary aid of the Ministry of Education of

Japan.

II DISCUSSION ON THE BULKY NATURE OF RAW Sll,K

          AND THE TOUCH OF ITS FABRIC

   There are formal or mechanical qualities and chemical qualities such as,
reactions on chemicals in raw silk. The process of making raw silk as an
article of commerce has been so far studied chiefly with a view to improv-
ing the former qualities. Improvement was made, for examples, in breaking
strength, elongation, evenness, etc. But these qualities have no influence
on the touch of sillc fabrics, It is thought, however, that the touch of the

fabric has something to do with the special behavior that the cocoon filaments

show as slight forces are applied to them. When a slight force is applied to

a raw sill〈 fiber, the filaments constituting it are gummed together by sericin
and so individual fiIaments are kept immovable, So their special behavior

does not appear for it. It is reasonable that there has been reported very
little relationship between the mechanical qualities of raw silk and the tottch

of the fabric therof.



   Raw silk in real silk fabrics is separated in filarnents by clegammiTig
treatment, So individual filaments are gathered together in a movable state

and are allowed to behave themselves peculiarly toward stight force$, They
originally have the properties o'f crimping. If the properties are left, the

special behavior is still much increased. The degree of degumming. is a control

of the behavier and will vary the touch of the $ilk fabric,

   The degumining resistance varies with the amount and properties o'f
sericin. and also will vary according to the structure of sericin adherence,
which is determined by the structure of gathering o'f the filaments, Eventually

in the same kind of raw $ilk, it can be said that the structure of gat:hering

of the filaments wil], infiuence the touch of the silk fabric macle th'om them.

It should be considered that the slight forces rnen'tioned above are applied in

the two directions, the fiber axis'and its rectangular.

   It is experientially assuined that the high bulkiness of raw siilc will

improve the touch of its fabric. Since the bulkiness is deLerrnined 1)y whether

the gathering structure of the filaiinents is fine or rough, the al)ove asstTmption

may be correct,

   To prove that the assamption is correct, relationship between the clegtt-

mming resistanae and the bulkiness mu$t be found out and the method o'f
expressing the bulkiness quantitativeiy must be obtained, and at the same

time the fact that the bull〈iness i, e. the gathering s･tructure of the filarnents
is.changed by the process of making raw silk must be shown.

   The cocoon filaments originally have crimping properties. Tension is
necessary to draw out the filament$ fronL the cocoon. This tention is narned
"drawing tension", This degree of tension is in rnost ca$es ata critical point

where the crimps of the fiiaments are removed or not. This ten$ion can be
measured with a special device.

   A group of filaments is subjected to frictional force because of gathering

up. The total tention which the group of filaments have immediately after
their gathering up is named "gathering tension". The filaments are stuck
together with sericin whe' n they have finished gather up, The drawing
tension of each filaments always changes in a vibratile way, but, as all the

drawing tension has no chance of becoming zero, the raw silk after being
stuck together has not any crimp seemingly.

   The raw silk obtained is wound on a reel through the croi$sieur system
and some thread guides. The tension of raw silk increases gradually. The tension

of raw silk immediately before winding on a reel is named "winding ten$ion".

   The others but the drawing tension can be measured freely during the
actual reeling. All of the tension is called "reeling tension".

   As it has not proved that the gathering structure of the filament$ i, e.

the bulkiness of raw silk varies with the reeling tension, raw silk has
been made only in an effort to promote productivity. Consequently, it is
thougt that raw si!k has inclined to resist the treatment of improving the
touch of the fabric thereof. These studies are performed in an effort to
increase the bulkiness of raw silk.
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III THE METHOD OP MEASURING THE APPARENT DENSITY
          OF THE UNITED COCOON FILAMENTS

 . The apparent density of the united cocoon filaments is determined by the
size of aperture$ formed by fibroin and the amount of sericin filling the

apertures. The size of the aperture is determined by the number of the
filament crimps too. As it is thought that it is the apparent clensity that

physically controls the degumming resistance of raw sill〈, the gathering
clegree of the filaments was represented by the apparent density,

   I) Methed of Measuring

   The apparent density of raw silk was adopted as a quantitative indicator
of the bullgines$ the gathering structui'e o'g the fi]aments. Thi$ measure-

ment is simple and speedy, This i$ absolutely necessary for the study.

   The special raw silk of outerlayer filarnents only or of middlelayer
'filaments onlyor inner･-･layer tilaments only is made. After the raw silk has

been re･- reeled, sizing sl〈eins of 1,OO round threadis, each of them 112,5 meters
in length, are taken from it, This is done so that partial differences in sericin

contained in filarnents may not influence the results of measurement. This
precaution will be unnecessary if a great ainount of sampling is allowed to be

used as in the actual production of raw sill〈,

   A band!e o'f 800 threads is measured as a sample. The number of threads
is definite for convenience sake. The shape of the cross-section of a bundle

is made diamond-shaped by compressing it at right angles to the fiber axis,

                                The angle of one opposite in the diamoncl "
                                is set at 60", When the total sum of the
           C      t,:"mtn true cross-section areas of the bundled

i. raw silk is the greatest in proportion to
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' 11100mm withadial gauge.
 Fig1 Apparatus of Measurement Let the diametey of raw silk be D,
        h is obtained with B the number of threads in a bundled raw'

            the area of the diamond, the opposite
            angle is calculated at 60a, In this case･
            the cross-section of one thread of raw
A:Sampie silk was assumed to be circular. The
BclDK]l",ib,G""ge bundled raw silk is consequently very

  openingthe eaSY tO be compacted and compressed.

  Diamend Compressive force is given with a
D:Frame weight of 150 gr from the direction of
            the opposite angle of 60", The apparent
            density is obtained from the distance h
            between the opposite apexes of the diam-

            ond. The apparatus of measurement is
            outlined at Fig. 1. h can be read up to
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silk be n, and then the length of a side of the diamond is given geometrically,

n is generally many and so the elliptical formula is like this:

                              hteV3-nH D
                                .
    As the total of the cross-section areas of raw silk is rrh2!12, the apparent

･density of raw silk is given in the following formula:

                              , 12nd
                             Pny9000il'iT2

d is the thickness in denier of one thread of raw si!k. As for this sarriple,

it is

                               . O, 34d
                              p=e･･ -･ffti- ･

    As shown in the above formula, d being definite in the same sample, the
relation between p and h is in a parabola. In this study, u$ing this 'fiorrnula

the apparent density i, e, the gathering structure of the cocoon filaments i$

 ,glven.

   2) The Utility of the Apparent Density

   It is necessary to recognize the utility of the apparent density in conne-

-ction with this study. It is alsQ necessary to know whether there is any
relationship between the gathering $tructure of the filaments represented by

the apparent density, and the degumming resistance of the : aw silk or not,

To obtain the relationship is to show the utility of the apparent density too,

'and so the following researches were performed.
    The apparent density of the samples of raw $ilk was measured and then
they were boiled for 20 minutes in the distilled water weighing their 100

times, as a very slight degumming treatment, After the treatment, changes

in weight were sought. The results are shown in Table I.

Table 1 Rate of Loss in Weight

Apparent Outer-layer Middle--layer Inner--･layer
Density Raw Sillc Raw Silk Raw Silk
O. 803 1. 29% 1, 25 1. 10O.954 1.14 1.10 !.OO

   The rate of loss in weight varies according to parts of cocoon layers and

is lower for the raw silk of higher apparent density. IIere outer-layer raw

silk is made of outlayer filaments only. Decrease in the apparent density of

raw silk makes the degumming resistance slightly low. This is significant
because it is thought that the touch of silk fabrics changes by a slight cause.

It is recognized that relationship exists between the bulkiness of raw silk and

the touch of the fabric thereof, And at the same time it can be said that the

expression by the apparent density is useful.
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IV COCOON DRYING ANn THE APPARENT DENSITY

   In mal〈ing raw silk, cocoons are first dried. So it is necessary to seel〈 what
relation exists between the dryness and the bulkiness of raw silk, The dryness

consists chiefly in drying pupas and at the same time in setting filament-

crimps on coeoon-shells by means of heating,

   1) The Effect of Heat-setting

   The crimps of filaments are made by the worm beforehand. During the
drying of cocoons, the filaments are subjected to the actions of both heat and

vapour, which will given them the effect of heat-setting. The crimps of the

filament$ drawn out of dried cocoons were examined and the results are as

follows ;

    Even in the filaments which have been subjected to the drawing-out
tension, crimps are generated about 10% in non-tension, In this case the
tension is only given in a very short time. The generation varies according

to cocoon layers, the thickness of a filament, and the tension given. T.he
work of extension to rernove the crimps geneyatedis determined by the thic-

kness of a filament,
    To know the heat-setting effect of the filament of the cocoons which have
been dried by various drying methods requires to compare the amount .of the

work of removing the crimps of the filaments Of the same thickness. Filame-

nts were drawn under the same conditions out of the cocoons dried by three
methods of drying and then the amount of the work of removing their crimps

by extension was obtained and the results are shown in Table 2,

Tedie 2 AirxQunt of Removal Work of the Crlrmps

   Method of Drying Amount of Crimps Amount of Removal Work
                                      .t t. .tt"r..tLJrrtttt tttttttt. t-A"tmet--Mrrt-ttt' ttt ttttttttttt                      ttt-t---rmTt--t- ttttttt"ttttt/-tttt-ttr tttt t.-n--pttttttttT-t"-twotTTttt.  t

M'

         1 9. 61 114         3 9, OO ll8
   The fiqures showing methods of drying also indicate the ordering of
solubility of sericin contained in the cocoons, The amount of the work beco-

mes slightly high, of removing the crimp$ of the fiIaments of the cocoons
dried under the conditions in which sericin solubility lowers; Namely, such

a drying method means that the effect of heat-setting is .somewhat Pigh. As

the drawing tension is small, the crimps remain even a 1ittle Cor this. degree

of effect and enter into the filaments united together, Thus mcreasing the

bulkiness of raw $ilk.

   2) The Apparent Density and the Degrees of Drying

   There are filatures in which cocoons are dyied to various degrees of dryness

to be reeled off. The more the degrees of dryness, the less the solubility of

sericin is. And this will increase the heat-setting effect on the fi!aments. In
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this case what will be the relation between the degrees of dryness and 'the

bulkiness of the raw sill〈?
   The degrees of dryness were controled by the time of drying under the
normal conditions. Raw silk was produced from these cocoons uncler the
definite reeling conditions, The results are shown in Tal)!e 3

Table 3 Chang. es in the Apparent Density

B9,g.re,e,gef fls.teiii'll,a,yer iY`tiJciiseiil,ayer le.l.ier{gl,iti¥er

100% O. 854 O. 878 O. 87861 O.869 O.879 O.91244 O. 935 O. 848 O, 86238 O, 966 O. 890 O. 990
    100% degrees of dryness represent raw cocoon$ and the smaller 'the
number, the more the degrees of dryness are. As the degrees of drynes;s
proceed,the effect of heat-setting must be higher, }Iowever, this inclicates,
3?.yt.h,e,,,CO.".tdrat'hY6bt,za,ti.gg,e,?P,P,aXe',ii.lkdde,n,S,it,Y,,g,n.Creaseswiththeclegrees.of

   The reapon for the inverse results of those of Table 2 is thougt to be the

definite.reelmg gonditiops for aU the cocoons. Decrease in sericin $olubility

causes increase in drawing tension, under the saiine reeling conditions, 'I"he-
refore the crimp$ are more removed, The results of Table3show that the
;(:.Cfi,8fr8'"kC,r8,aSfi"..d,rfl,W-L¥g,.SglS80X,,IS,,g,{el･Xei6,gL'?.",,tg,aS.fif.Y,egtg,s2t,`ii:,g,

beat-settmg, the reeling conditions under which drawing tension does not

mcrease must be establi$hed for each group of cocoons.
   Drawing gension is also controled by cocoon-cooking, but in this ca$e the

appayent density is changeable for another reason. as the degree of cocoon
cooking gdvances, the amount of sericin contained in the filaments is decre-

ased. This lowers the percentage in the amount of sericin which fills the

aperture in the raw silk and so mal〈es the apparent density of raw silk low.

           V SILK REELING AND THE APPARENT DENSITY

   As silk reeling is considered to be a process which direct!y influences the

apparent density of raw silk, this relation was investigated in detail. The

procesp of silk reeling involves gathering filaments and removing moisture in

raw ,silk and other functions. As reeling tension is said to influence the
bulkiness of raw silk, this relation was especially researched.

   1) WindingTension
   'I'he appa.rent density of raw silk was investigated in connection with 'Lhe

definit.e draw.mg and gathering tension, and with the some other conditions

but with varied winding tension. The method was that raw silk
winding on a reei is subjected to frictionai force and so winding tgUnSstiobneofnOYS
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--is mcreased. The result are shown in Tab!e 4,

Table 4 Changes in the Apparent Density

- fWr,`.",d,i,".g (,':Ge/r,l,a,yer lgatl;di,efil,ayer i,n,n.er-,ifi,y,er

  . .ri

   O. 351g!cl O, 962 O. 858 1. 120
   O, 239 O. 938 O. 836 1. 130
ttttttt/ttt'tttVttttt--t-t-ttttt-tttt'-t-'ttnvtHxuxu-ttt-ttt--twh-ww  t --w -t -th-tt ttttttttdeb-t--t

   Contrary to expectation, the apparent density of raw $ilk increases in a

low proportion to increased winding tension. It proves that the apparent
denpity o'S the raw silk which has had croissieur effect is considerably stable

agamst more or Iess tension given thereafter.

   2') Gathering Tension

   Instruments, in general use, for gathering cocoon-fiIaments into a group

are a button or a rotary ends-feeder or a fixed ends-feeder. These rub filame-

nt$ in gathering them. The degree of rubbing varies with the instrumen'ts.

The apparent density of raw silk manufactured with the three kinds of
instrurnents was obtained ancl shown in Table 5, The raw silk manufuctured
with a rotary ends-feeder is the greatest in gathering tension ancl highest in

apparent density.. The gathering tension strongly influences the apparent
density.

Table 5 Differences of the Apparent Density

Reeling Conditions Button Rotary Ends-feeder Fixed Ends--feeder

 WindingReeling speed Temp,,.t.,e¥a,t.hs9･g'."gDA,P.P,air,e,ntggkh,ei,".ingDA,P.p,a,',e,ntggkig:.,r.ingDA,p.p,air,e,nt

tti. .T ..--           '77m/inin 22"C O, 257g!d O. 890 O. 328g!d O. 981 O. 240 gld O. 863-

46 68 O. 144 O. 743 O. 230 O. 866 - -=-

   The button has a circular hole havinga little larger area than the cross-
sectional area of a group of cocoon-filaments. The hole is very short in length.

The filaments as a group are firmly bundled and united by pa$sing through
it. Some filaments do not rub with the inner wall of the hole in passing
through it, because of a rate of the total cross-sectional area of a group of

filaments to the area of the hole.

   The fixed ends-feeder has a metal plate of V letter shape. This plate is

so fixed that cocoon-filaments are gathered up and united at the point bottom,

where there are few filaments rubbed with it as in the case Gf the button.

   The rotary ends-feeder has a threading pipe of 2mm in inner diameter
and 3cm in length. A group of filaments are gathered by passing through the

threading pipe. However, the inner diameter of the pipe is very great as
compared with the total cress-sectionai area of the filaments as a group and

so they are all rubbed with the entrance of the pipe and are subjected to
insudicient gathering action, and are united at the exit after it. Gathering

                                                  '
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action and uniting action do not take place at the same time, differently
from the other two. The filaments have chanees to have theiir crimps
removed between the two actions.
   It is thought that the above differences in the construction gave the results

of Table 5. The fittest as a means of raw sill〈 pi'oduction is at pressent the
rotary ends-feeder. Therefore the action of this feeder was furtherniore

analyzed for investigation.

   The in'fluences of the length of the pipe were examine(l in order to sliorten

the distance in which filament･-crimps are liable to be removed. The result$

are shown in Table 6.

Table 6 Tnfiuences of the Pipe Length

Length of Pipe Gathering Tension Apparent Density

7cm O. 257g/d 1. 000
   The reeling conditions under which apparent density is increased were

adopted to mal〈e results well shown. As a sticking friction is made between
the pipe and the cocoon filaments, there is relationship between the pipe
length and the gathering tension, But those lengths of the pipe do not infiue-

nce the apparent density,

   Relationship between the gathering pressure acting between tlae pipe ent-

rance and the filaments, and the apparent density of raw silk was sought.
If a special action is given to the filaments before they are gathered and to

the cocoons, changes in drawing tension take place, This must not be dQne,
Therefore the following method was adopted to change the pressure between
the filaments and the pipe entrance.

   The area of the cocoons occupying the surface ef hot water in the reeling
basin is generally fixed. The filaments are drawn in a cone. When the height
of the cone is varied, the angle of the pipe axis with the filaments is al$o

varied and thus changes in the pressure are achievecl. The distance between

the pipe entrance and the surface of the reeling water is equal to the height

of the cone, The results are shown in Table 7. This lowered the gathering

tension a little and the apparent density beyond expectation, The reeling
conditions are the same as in Table 6.

Table 7 Infiuences of the Gathering Pressure

lilASdtapniCpee bEefiZireaennceCeCOOiiS Gathering Ten$ion Apparent Density

wwwwpmh--10crn O. 184gld O. 98975 O. 173 O. 892
   As this loweripg in gathering tension can not influence the apparent
density, as shown in Table 6, it is thought that there are other causes for

the results of Table 7.

                k
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   3 Mean Drawing Tension on Each Cocoon Filament

   There is, as shown in Table 3, some relationship between the total values

of the mean drawing tension on each filament and the apparent density of
raw silk, Bu't the mean drawing tension on each filament is not always equal.,

An investigation was made of the case where the mean drawing tension of a
filament is different from each other and their total values are fixed,

                                           Raw silk wa$ made in suclv
Table 8 Infiuences of Filaments Given Tensien a WaY that Some of the filame-

                              - nts being reeled are given some
 2ill･i.",i.beEr8.f,iF.hiaMe"tS Apparent Density tension especially by rubbing.

--･----･･---･-----･-----･---------------･---------------･------･---･--･-･･･ The number of filainents

        O O･752 given tension i$ variedi and then
        1 O,804 relation between the number
        2 O. 794                                        and the apparent density was

        ? 8: ijg2 sought, .
        5 o,73s The results are shownm
        6 ov4s Table 8. Tliat is, a large
        7 o,742 proportion of tension-given

---- --- - -- filaments does not infiuence the
apparent density much. The
total number of filaments is 7.

   4) Vibrating Width of Drawing Tension on a Cocoon Filament

   There was an unexpected cause in the results of Tab!e 7. It is assumed,
through experimental observation that the cause is this: The component of,
drawing tension on the surface of ･the reeling hot water is smaller as the:

height of the cone of filaxnents is higher. This makes the gathering force o£
the cocoons sma!1. Consequently the cocoons bob freely and then the vibration

of drawing tension grow in width. If there are many chances to make the
drawing tension very small, filament-crimps tend to blend in the raw sil}g.

   To prove this assumption a Specia! rotary ends-feeder ,was made by the
writer. The structure is outlined at Fig. 2. Two parallel bars closing each

other are established and the cocoon filaments pass between them, The bars
are always at right angles with the filaments and relvolve around the filame-

nts. They imaginally form a very sma!1 circular hole while' revolving. The
hole gathers the filaments, acting as the pipe entrance of the traditional
ends-feeder, But this device helps to shake every filaments positively and.

also make a great vibration.

   A comparison is made between the trial type and the traditionai typet
ends-feeder to prove the above assumption. Using each of the two ends-feeders ･
raw silk was made with the gathering tension and the winding ten$ion equal.

The resu!ts are shown in Table 9.

   The apparent density 6f raw silk made with the trial type ends-feeder is
obvio"sly lower. Therefore it can be said'that the vibrating width of. drawing

tension influences the apparent density of raw silk strongly.
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Table 9 Apparent Density on the Two Feeders

Type of ' Outer-layer Middle--layer Inner-･layer
Ends-Feeder Raw silk Raw silk Raw Silk
Traditional O, 958 O. 874 ･ O. 895
Trial , O. 898 O. 792 O. 852

Raw Silk Obtainecl

A

Bk li i,
      l'l,

     fiS

/H

ll'ariillel Bars --  IX "-'r: : C'C'i`Yli)iti･(el.vLOO$e""=as%f

Coconn
 l-llaments @l i "mgs, Aetmg "$ the

            cocaorl$ on Lhe surface i i,r }
an--2'･C )L------ of Watev ' 1 nf F;

2iic A: I"i ;tmv

i'･J7 B: (;:vc,s$ S"etion
lf,-l.･D ,,f
17t"i Ir. Spring E{elt

lti 1-.
  Il  t t Il):B"sli ef l'ulle.v

  1 I I'] : FilumEtnt-'I7eeding

     i F l VevLicztl I''vojectit)n

     1 of l'}
     i G, lleevtlttal Ivt)jeetiun

     l EI : I7ixed Axis,

 G l Havi ng a l'{ole
r

   Principle of Mechanism ,Aetual Deviee

Fig 2 Trial Type Ends-feeder Made by the Writer to Prove the Assumptioti

   5) Croissieur or Twisting DeVi¢e

   The croissieur or twisting device has the functiqn of rernoving moi$ture

from raw silk and of making raw silk compact and rounding its cro$s--section,

So it is thought that the action of croissieur infiuences the apparent density

of raw silk strongly. The effect of croissieur was examined under the same
reeling tension and Table 10 was obtained from this. As the same kinds of
studies has already been repor'ted, some of the re$ults are omitted here.

Table 10 , Variations in the Apparent Density

                Outer-layer Middle-layer Inner-layerNo, of Twists                Raw Silk Raw Silk Raw Sill{

O, O. 742 , Q. 816, O. 858
 1 O. 950 ,O. 946 , O. 913
20 O. 961 O. 955･ O. 916

   That the number of'twists is zero shows that there' was nocr6issieur.
Whether the apparent density is high or low is determind only by whether there

is croissieur or not, and it is not much infiuenced by the number of twists.
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VI RE･･--REELING AND THE APPARENT DENSITY

   I,f raw sillc of no tension is immersed in boiling water and dried as it is,

it wiil be faulty, $o-･called shrink--threads which have crimps over all,

   1) Decrea$e in Length of Raw Silk

   Raw silk,rnade with the present rotary ends-feeder was immersed in
boi!ing water for 2 minutes and dried in wind. Then it was examined about
decrease in length. The original length was 150cm. The lengths of raw silk

after treatment were ineasured as it was stretched so that its crimps were
removed, The weight for tension was O. 3.gr. No tension was exerted during

treatment.

   This examination was,made in connection withthe assumption that the
apparent density of raxNT silk will vary during rereeling, the resu!ts are shown

in Table 11.

Table 11 Decvease in Length of Raw Silk after Treatment

Rgi.etg-l,a,yer .M.istdi,ei,leyer ren.ergl,?,¥er

Decreased Length 146,6cm 146.3 146.3
Percentage of Derease 97.7% 97.5 97.5

    Raw silk wi!1 shorten more than 2% according to treating conditions, It

wili be thicker if it does not lose any sericin. If increasing rates pf its cross-

sectional area are not in proportion, the apparent density of raw silk must

be varied.

   2) ']]he Present Rereeling

   Rereeling is a process of re-winding raw silk containing much moisture
in smaller tension than Teeling tension,, This can vary the apparent density

of raw silk. Raw silk of high apparent density was specially made and
variations before and after rereeling were examined. This is for easy inspection.

The results are shown in Table 12.

Table 12 Variations of the Apparent Density

Outer-layer Middle-layer Inner-layer
Raw Silk Raw Silk Raw Silk

Before Rereeling 1, 031 O. 998 1, 062
After Rereeling 1. 018 O. 968 1, 064

   Decrease in the apparent density caused by rereeling is at a low rate. It

shows that the apparent density measured by this method is invariable even

with rereeled raw silk.
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VII RAW SILK TESTING AND THE APPARENT DENSITY

   It is the gathering tension and the vibrating width ofthe drawing tension

that infiuences the apparent density of raw silk strongly. The vvinding tens-

ion and the others in reeling and the rereeling process are second to this.

Therfore much raw silk was rnade using the author's rotary ends-feeder as a
trial, which had been used to obtain Table 9, Then its apparent density and the

results of its testing were compared. The control was raw silk made wiLh

the present type rotary ends-feeder. The results are shown in Table 13,

Table 13 Comparison on Testing

Control Bu]ky Silk
Apparent Density O. 916 O, 873
Neatness 93,O 92,5Cohesion 71,O 68.1Stren gth 4. 3 4, OEIongation 18,5 18.1Young's Modulu$ 999, 996.

   In the case of raw silk of low apparent density, the results of its testing'

done in accordance with the regulations tend to be degracled. Much cave must

be taken to work upon this kind of raw sill〈.

Summary

   An investigation was made into the gathering of cocoon filaments forming/

raw silk and the following re$ults were obtained.

   1 The method of measuring the apparent density of raw silk was worked.
out in order to express the gathering degree$ of cocoon filaments in a quan-

titative way. The apparent density of raw silk indicates its bulkiness and

has something to do with the touch of sill〈 fabrics, lt was a$sumed that this
will.be caused by raw silk's resistance put up in improving the touch of silk

fabrics,

   2 This measurement is practically useful, because the values obtained
 from it are changed by degrees of degumming re$istance of raw silk.
   3 The drying of raw cocoons has the effect of setting filament-crimps by

heat and of increasing the drawing tension at the same time. The effect of'
heat setting is very weak and so it is not easy to lower the apparent density

of raw silk by varying cecoon-drying methods.

   It is well considered that raw silk of low apparent density can easily
better the touch of its fabrics.

   4 The winding tension does not influence the apparent density of raw silk

much. The gathering tension with various kinds of ends-feeders was exami-･
ned. This tension does influence the apparent density very much.
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   It was unsuccessful to Iessen the gathering tension and consequently the

apparent clensity by improving in part on the present type ends･-feeder.

   5 To lessen the total of drawing tension on each of the filaments is to
lessen the apparent density of raw sillc, But to make their differences in
tension greater is not effective.

   6 By worldng out, as a trial, theends--feederquitedifferentin struct-
ure from the others, the apparent density could be lessened. It can be made

very low by malscing the great vibrating width of drawing tension of each

coeoon filament.

   7 The function of croissieur is very effective to make the apparent dens-
ity high. But more or less twists held do not concern it much.

   8 When raw silk is boiled in no ten$ion, it will shorten. But the existing

rereeling conditions are n,ot very effective to make the apparent density Iow.

   9 Raw silk of low apparent density is clegraded in the results tested in

accordance with the regulations. These results are only of mechanical proper-
tie$.
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